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1

THE OBJECTIVES OF WOODEN AREA DEVELOPMENT
”Internationally thinking Finland’s community structure is scattered and inefficient,
which means e.g. high running expenses and maintenance costs for municipalities as
well as significant traffic volume.” (Environment cluster)

1.1

THE NEED TO DEVELOP TIMBER CONSTRUCTION

Most of the world’s population centres are built according to the functionalistic idea of a city based
on a separation of functions. Besides greenery and sunlight this has also brought increased traffic,
huge parking areas, windiness and a break-up of social bonds. Increased criticism as well as
growing environmental and social problems force us to develop new urban patterns. Demands set
by residents also create pressure for urban development; on one hand many people want to live as
in singla-family houses, but on the other hand they also want services that are hard to implement in
such areas. The low-dense way of building that has become common around the world is one way
to meet these challenges.
Environmental problems and especially the greenhouse effect have created a need to increase the
amount of timber construction. Wood in buildings acts as a carbon sink which also reduces the
amount of greenhouse gases in the atmosphere. That is why many countries aim to increase
timber construction.
Timber construction has many benefits:
- high strenght to weight ratio
- easy to work and modify
- pleasant appearance, warm material
- evens the humidity of indoor air.
Surveys have indicated that consumers are weary of monotonous suburbs and they desire better
neighbourhood services. A significant share of residents would like to live in detached wooden
houses, but cannot because of the expenses, a long distance to work or because of the significant
work load involved in taking care of one’s own house. Dense wooden blocks build as massproduction bring a cost benefit, which makes it possible to build on sites which are closer to work,
but also facilitates the organisation of joint property maintenance. For many people who live in
apartments, low-dense construction is a realistic alternative that fulfils most of their dreams of ideal
housing.
Market studies have revealed the following development trends:
- increased diversity in houses and lifestyles
- growing demand for neighbourhood services
- residents ability to afford better quality and willingness to pay for it
- demand is divided between town centre and green area houses
- increased variation in types of administration.
Wooden structures, Rokua. (Kuismanen)
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1.2

TYPOLOGY OF WOODEN TOWNS

Historically there are three phases in the development of urban settlements in Scandinavia; the
small medieval town, the Nordic wooden town and the (English) garden town. Population centre
construction can be divided into four typological classes (Kuismanen):
1. Closed block town; uniform structure throughout the city, distinct street spaces.
2. Functionalistic city; big free-standing buildings, no feeling of street space.
3. Garden city; isolated houses in a green environment, bounded home streets or park
streets.
4. Fragmented zone; islands of efficiently built isolated areas dedicated to different purposes,
hierarchic traffic network, large parking lots.
A garden city corresponds to the objectives of construction given in the first chapter. Free-standing
houses, an irregular traffic network, park streets and planted areas are typical features of garden
cities. They often have an atmosphere with a hint of the age of Enlightenment. Puu-Käpylä and
Tapiola are well known examples of garden cities in Finland. In fact, a majority of Finland’s housing
projects in the suburbs have always aimed to create some kind of isolated forest city. On the
contrary garden cities of the early 20th century were a part of the urban structure, not isolated
suburbs.
The principles of a garden city have been used to build blocks and neighbourhoods that are close
to nature, suitable for families with children and valued by their residents. Especially the blocks and
neighbourhoods built during the last decades, which also have functionalistic characteristics, have
been criticised because of the lack of street space and the loss of collective life in the city.
Buildings have become isolated objects in scattered blocks, and highly efficient construction has
led to towers and the birth of windy no-man’s land.
Despite the high national income in many cold climate countries, millions of their inhabitants cannot
afford, or do not want so-called ”winter cities” with glass-covered shopping streets, air conditioning
and artificial milieus. Because of their impact on health and nature, cities that offer a possibility to
be outdoors land where travel is based on light traffic have high priority. Usually small scale
construction and planning of climate-conscious towns improves the microclimate. (Kuismanen)

Raahe, 19th century wooden town, the size of the blocks is 120 x 120 m. Right, Saint Denis.
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Trondheim 1859; Medieval city structure divided up and surrounded by new wide streets. (Trondheims
bybilde)

Norre Värns Plats from the 1920s, Landskrona, Sweden. Ekelund.
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1.3

COURTYARD LIVING IN A “SMALL TOWN” AS AN ALTERNATIVE

The core idea in low-dense construction is courtyard living and the related lifestyle; outdoor
activities, gardening, barbeques, pets and do-it-by-yourself construction. This is all associated with
consumers’ idea of a good, healthy life, and some residents even have ecological goals.
Another often heard goal is ”urbanity” which can be described with the feeling of space, structural
continuity, compactness (no wasteland) and a variety of layers. As to functions, instead of mere
housing, the co-existence and mixing of services, work possibilities and leisure time are
underlined. An urban environment offers possibilities, street life, pedestrian scale, services and a
continuous city structure.
House construction in Denmark is widely based on low-dense construction as described above. In
Norway, a major share of new residences are in detached houses, and the share is rapidly
growing. (Manninen)
The percentage of small houses (detached houses, attached houses, terraced houses) in certain
Scandinavian countries is:
Sweden
Finland
Norway
Denmark

46 %
53 %
58 %
64 %

According to Brown, people in the USA long for the safe little towns of the 19th century, where
activities were mixed and services and work were nearby. Designers and builders have noticed
that endless areas of detached houses and other isolated forms of land use do not lead to practical
and pleasant surroundings in big cities and metropolises. As an alternative they offer small towns
with many activities, whose idea reminds f the garden city model Howard formerly suggested. The
size of this kind of settlement would be from 50 to 500 acres, where the city centre, the main street
with its little shops and business places, various types of house and governmental services, like
kindergarten, schools and public places, can be found. There could also be a little hotel, a saloon
and a pharmacy for example. The most important thing is the real feeling of community and that
the citizens and entrepreneurs know each other. In this kind of an environment different
generations can live next to each other. This kind of low-dense house construction has become a
successful product in the USA. (Brown)
The concept suggested above would cause a small revolution in Scandinavian urban planning.
Development of the town structure and courtyard living creates an interesting and challenging
sequence of development for designers and builders:
o

need

basic commodity

product

service

experience

change.

Interviews conducted in Finland indicate that people living in low-dense areas are altogether very
satisfied with their environment. The high marks residents gave to their residential area also
speaks for low-dense neighbourhoods. It may be that a certain type of person moves to such an
area or that people that do not feel comfortable with this kind of life move away. All the
interviewees except for one were families with children. It may be that a low-dense neighbourhood
is typically suitable for such families, it represents the summit of their residential career and it could
be ”the ultimate location” for families with children. The people interviewed in pre-studies clearly
gave their support to an increase in the construction of low-dense neighbourhoods. Living costs
decreased at least in owner-occupied houses built on plots leased from the city. Residents’
awareness of the ecological side of low-dense construction seemed to be weak. According to the
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results of the studies, the size of one’s own yard is meaningless if it is well planned. Even a yard of
only 400 square meters offers many possibilities for activities.
Low-dense construction makes it possible to live in a small house without troublesome yard care.
The interviewed people spoke of life spent outdoors in an urban way. Residents were asked what
kind of activities they could pursue in they yard and/or on their balcony. According to the responses
it is possible to do nearly everything one wishes in a small yard; enjoy the company of friends and
quests, eat, barbeque, sun bathe, do some gardening and even drink and quarrel. The yards seem
to be big enough for recreation, only ball games and listening to music are limited because other
families might be disturbed.
Expectations in urban and suburban areas are different. Suburban people expect that there should
be some untouched land left inside their living area. In urban areas expectations regarding the
availability of services are probably higher. (Päivänen)

A good housing area is often created by mixing different types of buildings and forms of ownership,
Gerbrunn, Würzburg. Landbrecht.
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1.4

GOALS OF THE ECONO PROJECT

The goals of developing low-dense planning and building types in the ECONO project are:
- develop building types for the wooden house industry which are competitive alternatives to
multi-storey building apartments in terms of planning economy and construction costs
- plan efficient small house neighbourhoods where the density of the inhabitants makes
various services and public transport possible
- improve the social milieu of housing areas and diversify activities
- develop new ways of realising small-scale housing blocks for the wooden house industry
- design new types of detached houses for the harsh climate areas of Northern Europe.

Low-dense atrium house project to the centre of Berlin, Chechpoint Charlie.
Below: Continuous building structure, Japan. (OMA/Koolhaas)
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2

SMALL-SCALE WOODEN HOUSE AREAS

2.1

REGIONAL LEVEL

Planning of extensive, diversified ”small cities” and low-dense blocks begins from a master plan.
To ensure a well-rounded community and service structure, business activities are placed on the
same blocks with housing. The content and symbols of general plans need developing, because
most of the present markings prevent the development of house types and mixed functions. The
development of so-called car markets, in particular, has to be stopped, so that commercial
neighbourhood services have realistic opportunities to operate.
Ecologically and environmentally conscious planning can be defined in many ways. The goals of
the Norwegian NAMIT project are (Natur-):
1. Minimise energy consumption and traffic
2. Protect natural resources and the environment.
3. Decrease realisation and running expenses.
4. Decrease pollution and noise.
5. Create possibilities for outdoor activities and recreation.
6. Protect the landscape and cultural values.
7. Promote welfare and social goals.
Different reports have given the following criteria for low-dense areas (Lahti, Liikamaa, Manninen):
- area density (ea) is at least 0.25 x plot ratio, block density (ek) is 0.35 and the plot ratio (et)
is 0.45 (Lahti)
- the maximum number of floors is three, without making a traditional apartment house area
- the area is characteristically urban and small-scale
- entrances usually directly to the road and/or yard
- cost efficiency and sustainable development as goals.
Building density can be expressed as area density ea, block density ek or the plot ratio et. The area
densities of some building types are:
TYPE OF AREA

BLOCK
DENSITY

PLOT RATIO

Detached house area
ek = 0.04 - ek = 0.09
Terraced (row) house area
Apartment house area
Efficient apartment house area (parking inside structures)
Helsinki city centre

et = 0.05 - et = 0.15
et = 0.20 - et = 0.30
et = 0.35 - et = 0.60
et = 0.60 - et = 1.20
et = 2.00 - et = 3.00

Efficiency values off some well known Finnish small house areas:
RESIDENTAL
AREA

AREA
EFFICIENCY

Old wooden Rauma
ea = 0.34
Wood-Vallila, Helsinki
ea = 0.53
Wood-Käpylä, Helsinki
ea = 0.24
Wood-Raksila, Oulu
Kortepohja, Jyväskylä
ea = 0.39
Housing fair area at Kerava
Vesala, Helsinki
Luhtimäki, Vantaa (Housing fair at 1977)

BLOCK
DENSITY

PLOT
RATIO

YEAR

et = 0.6 max 19th century
ek = 0.25
ek = 0.40
ek = 0.45
ek = 0,28

1920s
et = 0.6 max 1930s
1974
1975
1977
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Hilatie, Helsinki
Sireenikatu, Pikku-Huopalahti, Helsinki
Säterinmetsä, Espoo
ea = 0,44
Wood-Linnanmaa, Oulu
ea = 0,22

ek = 0,67
ek = 0,58

et = 0,4
et = 0,6-0,7

1981
1998
2000
2001

As indicated by the above, good small-scale planning can reach the same building efficiency as
multi-storey buildings with three or four floors.(Jalkanen, Lundsten, Meurman)
The following can be regarded as the most important criteria for urbanity:
- adequate size of the neighbourhood and connections to other areas
- streets are connecting elements, urban outdoor space
- parking areas must not be large dominating fields
- functioning service structure, diversified activities
- diversified social structure.

Effect of changes in the number of floors and the building type on the plot ratio.(Jalkanen..)

Figure.Tonttukallio four-unit town houses in Espoo, plot ratio et = 0.7.(Korhonen, Laapotti)
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Examples of building density. On the left are semidetached houses of ASOY Laitatuulenkaari , ek = 0,2
(Söderlund), on the right are small apartment buildings with three floors at Köökarinkuja, ek = 0,37 (Vormala).

In many European countries a detached house can have three or even four floors, France. (Perraudin)

2.2

WOODEN BLOCKS

Finland’s urban and village areas have traditionally been densely populated. Not until
reorganisation of farm boundaries and functionalist town planning were implemented was the
community structure fragmented.
A prerequisite for planning a cosy, efficient wooden block is that the building types and floor plans
must be studied carefully. This kind of planning is more demanding than typical town planning and
requires better financial resources and knowledge. Only a few architects master both house and
city planning. For house factories it means new demands, because their old models do not fit into
the new way of building. It is, however, possible to create type plans that can be applied to each
case. The new style of outdoor life is so bound to the place that every building site has to be
planned individually.
Two main lines can be seen in the new wooden blocks:
1. Blocks along a dense street milieu. Entrances to the houses directly from the street.
2. Activities and dwellings are situated around a courtyard. More joint-use facilities are usually
built in this kind of solution.
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When building wooden houses that are attached or close to each other, it is necessary to take into
consideration fire and noise protection as well as protection of the house from disturbance. The
classic division can well be applied to spatial planning: private - semiprivate – semipublic - public.
The traditional types of spaces of Scandinavian towns – town square, home street, alley, block
courtyard, backyard, garden – are still noteworthy principles of planning.
When building densely, the size of the building site of detached houses varies surprisingly much
between countries:
- Japan
120 - 200 m²
- Germany
180 - 300
- Finland
300 - 500
In Denmark, 15 to 20 is considered a suitable number of detached houses per hectare, which
basically means that area density is ea = 0.18-0.20 and the plot ratio et = 0.3-0.4. Block density is
examined in Table 1, as well (appendix).
Different studies have listed the following benefits of low-dense construction:
- construction costs of blocks begin to decrease when area density ea is over 0.2
- social control, security, relationships with friends and neighbours
- many wooden blocks have a good reputation, are respected and financially profitable
- even a densely built wooden house can be planned with reservation for later extensions
(attic, courtyard buildings)
- small scale construction is often suitable for complementary building.
According to research done in the US, building costs are the lowest for 2-to-6 storey apartment
houses or, depending on land price, for terraced houses. At the community level, densely built
areas bring benefits to residents, builders and society. An ASTA study done in Finland indicates
that the size and efficiency of the house affects costs when building at low efficiency levels.
Building costs decrease untill the house is around 1000 square metres and block density is about
0.28 (=ek ). Many studies done in Finland and other European countries claim that efficient use of
land has an advantageous impact on ecology (e.g. Green Paper on the Urban Environment 1990
and The Sustainable Cities Project 1996).(Lathe, Civets)
It is estimated that there is a potential for about 170 million square metres of complementary
construction in Finland. If this form of construction is chosen instead of building on untouched land,
the savings would be about 12 billion. (Lahti)
The following problems emerged in the studies:
- controlling the quality of construction and the milieu is difficult
o house design can be difficult if the town plan is too restrictive
o too loose town plans can lead to low-quality construction
- many municipalities lack necessary experienced project staff
- heavy erosion of the environment.
The experiencing of space varies between cultures. If the population density is too high it prevents
social interaction, but on the other hand, reasonable density supports social relationships. Placing
houses in a circle decreases the feeling of crowding. (Manninen)
Planning should take into consideration the following points:
- the area structure has to be closely spaced without any waste land between the building
sites or along the streets
- quality can be controlled e.g. by the terms of the plot relinquishment
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-

construction of joint-use facilities and saunas should be favoured by not including them in
the permitted building volume
construction of small-scale work and service buildings should also be favoured
the possibility of constructing future extensions should be explored
parking areas should be located in small units near the apartments.

Linear block structure (Quaderns)

Housing around courtyards, Sodankylä, Finland. (Kuismanen)

2.3

HOUSES WITH COURTYARDS IN TOWN PLANNING

Efficient small-scale housing types can be divided into four categories:
1. Detached house on a small site, detached house on the border of the building site, atrium
house.
2. Attached houses, linked houses, clustered houses, linked atrium houses.
3. Terraced house, row house
4. Small apartment house, ”city villa” (Stadtvilla, ”cube-like house”)
In Scandinavia houses usually have two floors, but in Central Europe higher types are also
common. A cellar or a basement floor on a slope provides useful extra floor space for living and all
kinds of activities.
If wooden houses are densely built, the flammability rating of the facades and eaves of the houses
must be checked. If the apartments are located close to each other, the fire rating of the windows
must be specified
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For many people in need of housing the best option would be prefabricated houses, because the
resident is able to choose the degree of readiness and thereby affect building costs. House
factories currently do not have prefabricated house models that are suitable for dense small-scale
construction, which was considered a big shortcoming.
House types.
(Kuismanen, Kajaani)
DETACHED HOUSES

ATTACHED HOUSES

GROUPS OF HOUSES

SMALL-SCALE
APARTMENT BUILDINGS

ROW HOUSES
When planning an efficient house area, it is often necessary to sketch both the plan and the house types,
Nauen.(Woeik, Cors)
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2.4

DEMANDS PLACED ON BUILT AREAS BY THE NORTHERN CLIMATE

From the standpoint of outdoor comfort and energy conservation, the biggest problems in Northern
Europe are wind and coldness. That is why the city structure should reduce the force of wind
around the buildings. A small-scale irregular traffic network and block shapes that protect from the
wind decrease the speed of air flow.
A separate ECONO report deals with house design where climate conditions are considered. The
report can be found on the project’s web site.

2.5

PROBLEMS CAUSED BY DENSE SMALL HOUSE CONSTRUCTION

Efficient small house construction doesn’t fit into the prevailing production technique. It brings
many problems and therefore requires a new kind of thinking in the planning and realisation.
House and apartment types have to be considered already during the urban planning phase,
because the traditional free-standing house types require too much space and do not offer enough
privacy for the residents. Urban planning should not result in only large houses and apartments
being built, but instead size flexibility should be maintained. The town plan is supported by a block
plan, planning guidelines and terms for relinquishing a plot. In Finland all this extra work is paid for
with planning payments collected from the house owners. Planning requires a discussion about
values, where the viewpoints of quality of life, ecology and overall finances as well as new tools for
the realisation of the new community structure are considered. One option is to organise
community and block planning and realisation competitions and workshops for residents.
The whole realisation process has to be outlined again. New ways of financing should be invented
to make financing of mixed use and different types of ownership at the same premises possible.
should be specified. A new kind of contract jurisprudence is needed for the logistics of realising
large areas. The partly conflicting interests of town plan construction and life cycle economies
should be integrated and corresponding financing models should be developed. New business
concepts may also be needed.
New situations emerge when implementing municipal engineering. Where should the line between
public streets and a block’s interior traffic areas be drawn; in some cases it is wise for the
contractor to build the streets and then turn them over to the municipality. What about driveways
and water and sewer pipes; is it possible to route them through several small house sites? In what
kind of situations are the real estates under an obligation to join common property maintenance?
Realisation and financing of the public infrastructure have to be fit in with construction schedules.
These are determined by the market, which makes long-term programming of the work more
difficult.
Many builders in Finland and other countries consider wooden houses, and especially wooden
facades, hard to take care of, expensive and barrack-like. The long-term durability of wooden
houses has to be improved, moisture risks need to be decreased and new, valuable long-lasting
wooden facades need to be developed.
House design needs more flexible floor plans that would fulfil the inhabitant’s varying demands
throughout his life. Especially the fact that the population is getting older brings new challenges to
design. New hobbies, work at home and increased mobility create a need for new kinds of spaces
and storerooms, and placing them in densely built areas is difficult.
Detached house
neighbourhoods should be able to attract a diversified population, and that is why it is important to
develop small-scale house types where small apartments, special apartments and different types
of management can be found.
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New products, in this case blocks and apartments, have to be sold to consumers. The best way to
present new types of houses are to build model blocks where possible clients can take a look.
Architects must also produce a wide range of visual material to support marketing.
Check list:
- the principles of the street types must be specified at the planning phase
- routes for emergency vehicles and moving vans must be found in the blocks
- fire and noise protection, waste management, recycling, snow clearance
- contract jurisprudence for electricity, water, sewers and the traffic network.

2.6

TRAFFIC, PARKING, MAINTENANCE

Average commuting distances have increased during the past years. The actual energy balance in
traditional detached house neighbourhoods and even in most “ecovillages” is poor, because traffic
is based on private cars. The possibility of arranging public transport is also an objective when
building dense neighbourhoods. On the other hand, a mixed urban structure allows schools, shops
and workplaces to be within walking distance from home, and daily routines can be handled
without vehicles. A lack of public transport places residents in an unequal position, because people
without their own vehicle have limited possibilities to pursue many activities.
Planning a low-dense area usually means that in this phase the intended types of streets, snow
disposal areas and principles of parking are studied more carefully than usual. There should be
enough routes for moving vans, ambulances and taxis. Mixed-use home streets are usually
suitable for this kind of environment.
The following street widths have been used, measured from wall to wall:
Vallila, Helsinki
10 m
Sireenikatu, Pikku-Huopalahti, Helsinki
11 m
Linnanmaa, Oulu: main street
14 m
Linnanmaa, Oulu: side lanes
8m
Kitukrann lane, Rauma
3m
When building in a dense, carefully dimensioned area, the noise of traffic can not be decreased by
wide, but other ways useless buffer zones. Noise disturbance can be decreased about 27 dB if the
yard is placed behind the building. Enclosed fencing reduces noise by about 15 to 17 dB.
(Lundsten)
According to research, the minimum density for profitable public transport is 20-30 inhabitants per
hectare, which in practice means less than 500 m² for detached houses. (Liikamaa)
To make the environment pleasant and daily routines easy to take care of, parking lots should be
in small units near the apartments instead of huge parking areas. The parking norm depends on
the size of the apartment. With detached houses 1-2 cars is used. At Linnanmaa 1 parking
place/85 br-m² was used and joint-use facilities did not increase the parking norm. In old housing
blocks parking happens mainly in the streets; in Vallilla for example, there is only one parking place
for every 500 br-m² on the block. If there are many builders in one block, parking lots can be
marked as joint areas. In some cases, like in Kartanonkoski, streets that are also meant for parking
can be marked as parking areas in the town plan. If the blocks are efficient enough, car parking
can be placed in underground spaces or in other constructed structures. (Manninen, Suikkari)
The more efficient and the higher the quality of an area is, the better all the services have to be
planned. Often the best result is achieved by hiring a joint property maintenance company, and by
specifying participation in it’s activities in the terms of relinquishment of the plot. The waste
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management system and often even the routes of the waste disposal vehicles have to be
examined. There needs to be room enough for waste management, recycling and composting. An
important security factor is to take care of the routes and turning places of fire engines and
emergency vehicles. The load-bearing capacity of the yard should be determined, as well.
(Kaipiainen)
With low dense building significant savings are achieved in municipal engineering compared with
normal detached houses. The line between public and private infrastructure networks may
sometimes be open to various interpretations. Sometimes separate encumbrance contracts or
other contracts have to be made.

Home street in which the parking area is centrally situated but out of sight.

A square and clearly defined streets as the basic structure of wooden blocks, Karisto, Lahti. (Kuismanen)
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3

COSY, EFFICIENT HOUSE ARCHITECTURE

3.1

GOALS AND MEANINGS OF LIVING

Traditionally, the main function of a house is to give shelter, not only physical but also mental.
Protection against too rapid changes (stabilitas logi) is even more important in today’s rapidly
changing world. Here the meaning of a traditional environment and archetype is significant.
However, during the last decades a new species of humans was born, called urban nomadi, who
emphasise the way of life, change often place and expect flexibility from their dwellings. The
amount of traditional nuclear families among households has decreased, the number of single
people has increased and loneliness has become a significant social problem. A new type of
community could be born, and this has to be considered in housing planning, as well.
Dwelling and feeling good form a complex entity, in which lived, seen, touched and smelled
experiences are combined with those which are understood, heard and remembered. Architecture
at its best binds a person to a place, interprets an environment and gives meaning to one’s life
(genius logi). Here again the archetypes of houses and living play an important role. A good
dwelling gives both physical and mental shelter:
- protection against the environment and climate
- protection against excessive change (stabilitas logi)
- a new kind of community has its own value in today’s splintered society.

Mixing buildings of different types is favourable for many reasons, Zaanstadt, The Netherlands. (Blaumoser,
Winkler)
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3.2

DEMANDS PLACED ON WOODEN HOUSES BY HARSH CLIMATE

Climate in the different regions of Northern Europe has its own effect on wooden buildings:
- gales and oblique rain on the coasts of Norway and Scotland as well as in Iceland
- large amounts of snow in northern Norway and powder snow inland that penetrates
structures
- coldness and the chilling effect of wind in northern Sweden and Finland.
Because of the climate, the main task of building is to give protection, which in practice traditionally
means to build a strong roof and eaves. Constructing broad covered areas is still justified. Walls
are often protected against wind and moisture, by using durable materials, and in Norway
sometimes by constructing a separate protective wall. To prevent moisture and powder snow from
penetrating structures, the details of a building should be designed to be tight. Wooden structures
should be able to dry sufficiently often.
In northern latitudes the sun always shines at a relatively low angle and that is why windows and
walls facing south collect solar radiation. The further north the building is, the larger is the free area
that has to be left in front of solar panels. In the Arctic summer the sun shines from all directions,
and that is why windows facing north have their own psychological meaning during the season of
the midnight sun. (Givoni, Solklart, Sterten)
Correctly used wood is a surprisingly strong and long-lasting material; even thousand-year-old
wooden buildings are known. Wood endures external stresses from dry to wet, but continuous
moisture is harmful. Structures have to be able to dry every now and then.

3.3

DWELLING MORPHOLOGY

Dwelling types can be divided according to the organisation of activities and space:
- zonal
- central
- vertical space
- based on megastructure.
The architecture of a dwelling can be:
- a flowing space
- closed spaces
- organized (geometric or organic)
- aleatoric.

3.4

ECOLOGY AND HEALTHINESS OF LIVING

At the overall level of house design, ecology and healthiness mean creating a positive microclimate, natural light, enough sunlight, a suitable amount of heat, possibilities for ventilation and
connections outdoors. Ventilation, materials and surface treatment are not discussed in this study.
Natural light and contacts with the outdoors from all spaces lessen the use of artificial lighting and
allow ventilation straight from outside. This requires a relatively narrow building mass, which on the
other hand slightly increases the building’s envelope and thus increases the need for heating. A
wide building mass decreases the building’s envelope and the length of street the building
requires, and thus also decreases the amount of snow clearance. Natural light can enter a house
with a wide mass through skylight or glass-covered spaces.
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From the environmental viewpoint, room layouts should take into consideration storage and
maintenance of bicycles, recycling, composting, garden tools etc. Joint-use saunas and a woodburning sauna oven as well as wood-burning ovens and stoves lower energy consumption. Enough
room and furnishing have to be reserved for waste sorting and recycling.

Zones of a building (from above): I cold buffer zone, II bedrooms + 18°, III warm zone + 22°, IV zone for
living +18°-22°, V sunny wind-shielded outdoor space, sketch Tervola. (drawing by Kuismanen)

IL
KE
KI
KU
LE
LÄ
PA
PU
SU
TU
VE

THERMAL AIRFLOW ON THE OUTSIDE CAUSED BY SHADOW AND SUNLIGHT
INCOMING AIR FROM THE SHADOW SIDE IN SUMMERTIME
SKYLIGHT FOR VENTILATION IN SUMMERTIME
PRE HEATED AIR FROM THE UNHEATED SUNNY VERANDA DURING THE HEATING SEASON
LEAF TREES GIVE SHELTER FROM THE SUN IN SUMMERTIME
ACTIVITIES THAT PRODUCE HEAT SHOULD BE CENTRALLY PLACED
THE BALCONY CAN BE USED TO PREHEAT THE INCOMING AIR
TREES PURIFY THE AIR
BUFFER ZONE FORMED BY UNHEATED STRUCTURES
BUILDING ON A SMALL SCALE KEEPS THE WIND ABOVE THE ROOFS
A POOL OF WATER REFLECTS LIGHT AND ACTS AS A SNOW STORAGE AREA IN WINTERTIME

Use of a building’s inner and outer spaces in a densely built house area. (drawing: Kuismanen Jyväskylän)
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3.5

FLEXIBLE DWELLING

For some people home is just a place to sleep and for others home is an all-day environment.
People’s needs vary and even an individual person’s living needs and situations change faster all
the time. Different phases of housework, studying and family life all bring their own demands, and
new hobbies and entertainment electronics are continuously being developed. The meaning of a
house as a place of peace and basic values is emphasised, and wood as a building material can
express these values.
Flexibility can be obtained in a dwelling in many ways:
- with sufficient space
- with multipurpose rooms
- by constructing parts that can be moved or altered
- with multipurpose common spaces
- with spaces between the house and the yard
- with rooms/dwellings that can be connected or separated (lifelong living)
The increased popularity of gardening has made greenhouses and winter gardens more popular all
the time. A winter garden is a warm place throughout the year, while a green house should be
designed to use only solar energy as one part of the energy concept of the whole house. A
greenhouse should not be included in the permitted building volume.
According to inhabitant surveys storerooms are usually too small. Besides storerooms for clothes
and personal property, there is also a need for covered storage areas where bikes, garden tools,
tyres and various hobby equipment can be placed. The garage dimensions most commonly used
in town plans in Finland are 2.5x5 m, which is not enough. It would be natural to add an extra
storeroom to the garage for car equipment and skis.

Flexible dwellings, Spain. (Quadrans)
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3.6

DETACHED HOUSES

A one-and-a-half-floor ridge roof building is an archetype which is a natural starting point for a
detached house. In spite of personalised house designs, a strong simple basic shape allows
variations and detailing without splintering the unity of the townscape in this kind of residential
area. Three-dimensional space formation is possible with the interior architecture.

Östra Kronan’s small house area in Luleå. (Limited competition, 1st prize, Kuismanen, Lehtipalo)
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From the standpoint of wooden house manufacturers, a good starting point for detached house
design is a building site 15-16 metre wide, 20-30 meters deep and 300-450 m² in area. This
recommendation is based on the latest plans. If the building is placed with its end towards the
street, the mass of the building will be 7-8 m wide, and in a longitudinal position the building will be
13 meters long with no windows at it’s ends. The plot ratio would be et = 0.3-0.4 and area density ea
= 0.18-0.20.

New wooden housing structure, Porvoo

Housing fair area in Tuusula Finland (Kaira)
Below: Maybe a large joint-use swimming pool would be a better alternative.
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3.7

HOUSING DEVELOPMENT CONSTRUCTION

The nature and amount of housing development construction depends on the traditions and
circumstances of the country. In the Netherlands, different kinds of housing developments are the
dominant building style, while in Scandinavia detached houses are favoured. There are many
reasons for constructing low-dense housing:
- efficient land use, which leads to traffic ecology, better services and lower building costs
- the possibility to construct joint-use facilities and common buildings, e.g. for hobbies, sauna
and swimming pool, kindergarten, eating and a fitness room
- diversified communities; small apartments, family housing and senior apartments together
- social contacts, security, neighbourly help
- easyness; common property maintenance.
The stereotypical family forms a minority of today’s residents. That is why we need well-rounded,
flexible and multicultural types of dwelling.

BedZED’s terraced houses in Britain with gardens on the roof and pipes for natural ventilation.
Below: Housing units with 12-15 dwellings have been built along a home street, Myllärintanhua, Helsinki.
(Teränne)

Myllärintanhua, Helsinki.(Teränne)
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Linked single-family houses on separate plots. Oulu. (Kuismanen)
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Apartment buildings and attached houses on the same block. Oulu, Linnanmaa. (Kuismanen)
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Säterinmetsä neighbourhood, Espoo. e=0,6.(Tuokko)

3.8

COMPLEMENTARY CONSTRUCTION

The community structure has to be more dense and activities need to be developed if the objective
is to decrease traffic and improve services. Sparsely-built areas at the edge of urban settlements
are gradually surrounded by the growing urban structure and become a part of efficient land use.
This often happens through gradual complementary construction.
Complementary construction using low efficient house types is justifiable for various reasons:
- when making detached house areas denser the most natural way is to build more detached
houses
- unpleasant multi-storey building areas can have a more humane scale and cosy
architecture
- monotonous multi-storey building areas can be diversified and balanced.

Sog is a garden city in Oslo. On the left side the current situation. Two plans for complementary construction
have been made. The one on the right side spares the existing vegetation.(Mitt hus…)
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Complementary construction using ”cubic houses” or city villas. (Stadtvilla), Châteauroux, France.(Taylor)

Complementary construction in a house area, Vaulx-en-Velin. (Kroll)
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Urbanisation of a high-rise block with low-dense urban structure, Gennevilliers. (Kroll)

Plan for the manor in the Kilo area in Finland, (Erat). Below: Attached single-family houses, Stavern Norway.
(Selberg)
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APPENDIX 1

PROJECTS
ST. JOHN’S VILLAGE, GLEBE, AUSTRALIA
Hely, Bell & Horne 1962-64
A group of senior apartments that contain 22 two storey houses and common spaces. The two
rooms per floor have a shared bathroom and kitchen.
e = 0,7
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EFFICIENT URBAN BLOCK
Roagna, Ehrensperger, Cennini
The goal is to create a well-rounded urban structure. The street level consists of hall-like business
spaces, and the first floor is reserved for parking. Above the parking floor are densely built house
structures and gardens. There is a shared pool and living space between the housing zones.
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LINEAR BLOCK STRUCTURE
De Clerco, Van der Ploeg, Weijnen, Willemen
A plan of courtyard houses which are built on plots surrounded by walls next to small alleys. The
built structure is linear.
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SMALL HOUSE STRUCTURE RECESSED IN THE GROUND, DEN BOSCH
Njiric
The block structure consists of three zones when viewed from the river. The courtyard houses are
first and they are recessed into the ground with entrances from a ”sculpture park”. Apartment
houses are located in the middle. A lower buffer building zone can be found on the side facing the
street.
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FREELY MODIFIABLE CONTINUOUS STRUCTURE, DELFT, THE NETHERLANDS
Van Rijs, De Vries
Modifiable base types which form a continuous building structure consisting of apartments varying
in size from 50 to 100m², a 40 m² garden area and 1.2 parking places per dwelling. Common green
areas can be found as well. The area is supposed to be built with a small budget.
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LOW-DENSE PLAN, RINNEKANGAS, KAJAANI
Kuismanen
Plan alternatives of an old school plot. New housing will be carried out with different kinds of
wooden buildings.
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LOW-DENSE BLOCK, KAIRATIE, ROVANIEMI.
Kuismanen.
Plan for an old service area. Different kinds of 2-3 storey buildings will be built. At the north side
there is a 3-5 storeys high protecting building against the cold winds.
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APPENDIX 2

TABLE 1

PLOT RATIO AND BUILDING TYPE
RESIDENTS./ PLOT-M²/
PLOT-HA
RESIDENT

PLOT
RATIO

SUITABLE BUILDING TYPE

70
100
120
150

0.26
0.38
0.45
0.48

linked single-storey houses
1-2 storeys, linked, densely built small-scale construction
very dense, linked small-scale house construction
very dense, linked small-scale house construction

143
100
83
67

The surface area per floor is 150m², and four inhabitants live in the house. (source: Kaipiainen)
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